
So where was I…. Oh, and then the Doctor yelled, “Hey, that’s my big toe!”, and then I….wait, wait. 

That’s a different story. 

 

Oh yeah, the blue screen.  

 

I was told the computer may stop at 75, and then resume. Who knows how long it would take, just it will 

stop at 265. So the computer stops, and …. UP pops the survey! Yes, there is always a survey. This 

doesn’t count against your time, though the tutorial in the beginning does. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

So the survey was quick and easy. I didn’t even add pages of comments like normal (trying to not get 

that 3
rd

 mark on my psych sheet!) I raised my hand and was escorted out of the very quiet testing room. 

My hand was re-scanned and I was told to depart. The nice testing lady gave me good advice on driving 

home, I removed my items from my locker, and left. Well, right, I got lost in the hall way – so much for 

the advice. 

 

Somehow my DH was on the same wave length as me and was right there when I started to call him. He 

is so cleaver! We de-stressed at a close by horticultural botanical garden and then off we went home. 

Now the problem with taking a test on a Thursday in California is you will have to wait 2 full business 

days after to get your results. It is after 2 days (which means the third), you throw the weekend in there 

and a holiday – and if there are budget cuts, strikes, it may be years! Oh no! 

 

California does not participate in the Quick Results for NCLEX. But even the Quick Results (you can go 

on-line and pay, or call a 900 # and pay), will take 48 hrs. So really California just wants you to stress a 

few more hrs, it is good for the soul, and save a little money! 

 

So did I pass? I sat in the car and mentally went through the questions, putting them on a score board. 

Normally in school I would wait a couple days to look at my posted grade. This enabled me to feel good 

about my grade and having completed with another module, without knowing I could have done better.  

 

Those questions started off easy enough (why did I even go to a NCLEX Review?), then progressed to 

taking an exam at school (oh yes, school was good), to totally showing me I didn’t know what any 

medication was good for!  I should have paid for the online review also!!!  : ( 

 

If you are a Ca student, you have heard of the resign-up trick, right?  

 

 


